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ABSTRACT

With the rapid growth of multimedia-sharing platforms (e.g., Twitter and TikTok), multimedia recommender systems have become fundamental for helping users alleviate information overload and discover items of interest. Existing multimedia recommendation methods often incorporate various auxiliary modalities (e.g., visual, textual, and acoustic) to describe item characteristics and improve task performance. However, these methods usually assume that each item is associated with complete modalities, ignoring the prevalence of missing modality issues in real-world scenarios. To deal with the challenge of missing modalities, in this paper, we propose a novel framework of Contrastive Intra- and Inter-Modality Generation (CI2MG) for enhancing incomplete multimedia recommendation. We first develop a contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation module for the missing modalities, where the intra-modality representation is updated through clustering-based hypergraph convolution and inter-modality representation is obtained by optimal transport between different modalities. To tackle the challenge of insufficient and incomplete supervision labels during intra- and inter-modality generation, a modality-aware contrastive learning paradigm is introduced based on an augmentation between the intra-modality view and inter-modality view. Furthermore, to learn task-related representations from the generative modalities and further improve the performance of recommendation, we design an enhanced multimedia recommendation module to alleviate the influences driven by task-irrelevant noise. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets show the superiority of our proposed CI2MG framework in offering great potential for personalized multimedia recommendation over the state-of-the-art baselines regarding Recall, NDCG, and Precision metrics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the numbers of users and multimedia contents are dramatically growing on multimedia-sharing platforms (e.g., Twitter and TikTok). In consequence, how to help users find their interesting items without browsing the numerous different genres of multimedia information becomes more challenging than ever [8]. To alleviate the above information overload, multimedia recommender systems have been designed, where the core is exploiting the historical user-item interactions and rich multimodal item features (e.g., visual, textual, and acoustic) to recommend multimedia items for users according to their preferences [20, 38, 43].

However, most existing multimedia recommendation methods usually assume that each item is associated with complete modalities and all modalities are always available, which can be unrealistic in real-world applications. Missing modality is a common issue on multimedia platforms and the absence of a modality means that
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all features in this modality are missing [6]. For example, Figure 1 illustrates the scenarios of missing modalities on the online TikTok platform. The textual modality may be absent because the user only uploaded a short video without textual descriptions (for item i1); The visual modality may be absent because the user is willing to share a song or other acoustic contents (for item i2); The acoustic modality may be absent because the video contains the enormous ambient noise during recording, leading to the unavailable acoustic information (for item i3). When partial modalities are missing, most of the multimedia recommendation models may fail or obtain rather inaccurate representations of items [40].

To handle missing modalities in the multimodal area, many previous works simply discarded missing modalities and achieve some performance improvements [23, 28]. However, these approaches cannot be applied in recommendation where the data is scarce and dropping the incomplete features may lose the full intra- and inter-modality information of multi-modalities [41]. As shown in Figure 1, the short videos i1, i2 and i3 have the similar theme about traveling. The intra-modality features may be the important factor for the user to choose items, such as “like” of the scene, or just “view” of the scene when traveling in the textual modality reflecting the different preferences of users. Besides, different modalities may contain modality-specific features. The visual modality for i1 may involve coarse-grained image information with appearance or color, while textual details are fine-grained descriptions for the item. In consequence, it is necessary to take the inter-modality features between different modalities into consideration.

To fully exploit both intra- and inter-modality features, we propose to generate incomplete modalities without additional supervision. In this way, we can alleviate the problem caused by the modalities that are incomplete or not available, and then enhance the multimedia recommendation. However, the way about how to generate missing modality is a non-trivial task and there are challenges from several perspectives:

**Challenge I:** What metric(s) should be used to capture the intra-modality and inter-modality similarity for generating incomplete modalities? A straightforward way to generate incomplete modalities is naturally exploiting the complete features similar to missing features within the same modality (intra-modality) and features from different modalities within the same item (inter-modality), as illustrated in Figure 1. For intra-modality features, existing methods usually infer the similarity between a single item with missing modality feature and a single item with complete modality feature, where such similarity is used to complete the missing modalities. However, the above way is unrealistic for the real-world process because the missing features may be similar to several complete features. In other words, the generation of incomplete modalities is a complex set-to-set problem (from complete set to missing set). How to model the set-to-set correlations and generate the incomplete modalities based on the set similarity remains unknown. Besides, for inter-modality similarity, the features of different modalities may suffer from heterogeneous representations (e.g., the features in textual modality often contain word position or relation, while the line and color of features are in the visual modality). How to obtain the similarity between different modalities and align the distribution of heterogeneous features based on this similarity to generate the incomplete modalities are still unsolved problem.

**Challenge II:** How to jointly perform modality generation and multimedia recommendation? A straightforward way to inject the generative features into the multimedia recommendation is exploiting the generative modalities to learn the latent representations of items directly. However, the generative modalities may involve various task-relevant and task-irrelevant information. For example, users may be attracted by the movies due to high-order semantic features in the visual modality (like special effects or actions), which need to be considered by recommendation tasks, while ignoring the contour/outline features more beneficial for the computer vision task of object detection [9]. Performing multimedia recommendation with the combination of both task-relevant and task-irrelevant information may lead to inferior performance [41].

To address these challenges, we propose a novel framework named Contrastive Intra- and Inter-Modality Generation for enhancing incomplete multimedia recommendation (CIMG), which consists of two pivotal technical modules: (1) Contrastive Intra- and Inter-Modality Generation for Challenge I, (2) Enhanced Multimedia Recommendation for Challenge II. Specifically, in (1) contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation, we first design a clustering-based mechanism to select items with similar modality and regard such clustering similarity as the hypergraph structure. By leveraging the intra-modality similarity between missing modalities and complete modalities in hypergraph structure, we perform the hypergraph convolution with ‘node-hyperedge-node’ feature transformation to update missing modality features through hypergraph convolutional neural networks (HGNN). Then, to obtain the aligned representations from heterogeneous features, we adopt the optimal transport (OT) to align the distribution between different heterogeneous multimedia contents and extract the
shared part information between different modalities to generate inter-modality features. Finally, to tackle the challenge of insufficient and incomplete supervision labels in recommendation, we design modality-aware contrastive learning based on an augmentation between the intra-modality view and inter-modality view. In (2) enhanced multimedia recommendation, we devise task-guided modality generation module to filter the task-irrelevant features and incorporate the generative modalities into the recommendation framework for enhancing multimedia recommendation.

Our overall contributions in this work are summarized as follows:

- **Formulation of intra- and inter-modality generation for incomplete multimedia recommendation.** CI^2MG is the first incomplete multimedia recommendation framework based on contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation, which can enhance multimedia recommendation with task-related generative modality features. (Section 3.1).

- **Effective model designs.** In the contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation, we design missing modalities generation to complete the missing features with both intra- and inter-modalities and propose modality-aware contrastive learning to enhance the generative modality representations (Section 3.2). In the enhanced multimedia recommendation, we devise task-guided modality generation to capture the task-relevant features of the recommendation task and perform complete multi-modality recommendation based on generative modalities (Section 3.3).

- **Extensive experiments on real-world multimedia datasets.** We conduct comprehensive experimental evaluations on multimedia recommendation tasks against state-of-the-art approaches over public benchmark datasets. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our proposed CI^2MG framework (Section 4).

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Missing Attribution Generation

Most existing multimodal analyses often assume that all modalities are available or complete [1, 2], where such a strong assumption is not always available in practice. To tackle the missing attribute problem, AGCN [36] was designed to iteratively perform two steps with graph embedding learning with previously learned attribute values and attribute update procedure to update the input of graph embedding learning. Zhu et al. proposed a novel data/model jointly driven framework to generate high-quality cases for power system DSA applications [44]. The above methods focused on the issue of missing at random within a feature vector. However, missing modality means the whole values in this modality are missing. In consequence, Ma et al. systematically studied the problem by proposing multimodal learning with severely missing modality and leveraged Bayesian meta-learning in uniformly achieving the objective [19]. Wu et al. proposed a multimodal news recommendation method [34] that could incorporate both textual and visual information.

Different from the above methods, either only utilizing complementary inter-modality information or consistent inter-modality features, our proposed CI^2MG uses both inter-modality and intra-modality features and injects the recommend-driven information into the representation framework for multimedia recommendation.

2.2 Multimedia Recommendation

Among all recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering has become one of the most popular methods in both industry and research communities. NCL [16] incorporated the potential neighbors into contrastive pairs for the preference of users over items. GCCL [4] designed a residual structure to combine the multi-order information. To make use of the various multimedia contents, multimedia recommender systems incorporated various auxiliary modalities into the latent representation learning. Graph convolutional networks used in MMGCN [33] and GRCN [32] and graph attention mechanism applied in MKGAT [26] highly proved that graph neural networks captured high-order dependent structures among users and items playing a crucial role in modality-enhanced collaborative filtering model. Multimodal recommender systems [42] leveraging multimodal information was a recent trend in capturing the preferences of users over items.

Different from the above methods assuming that each item is associated with complete modalities and all modalities are always available, our CI^2MG framework is under the missing modality scenarios, which is common in real-world applications.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we mainly show the details of the proposed CI^2MG framework. Firstly, we formally formulate the problem statement and perform an overview of CI^2MG architecture. Secondly, a contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation is proposed to complete the missing modalities based on the features from the shared part of different modalities and modality-specific correlations. Finally, we provide more accurate modality representations with task-relevant information and combine the multimedia contents into the latent representation space of items to acquire a high-quality multimedia recommendation.

3.1 Problem Statement and CI^2MG Overview

Our goal of CI^2MG aims to generate the missing modalities based on the intra-modality information of items belonging to the same cluster and the inter-modality features of the shared part among different modalities for recommendation. Given a set $U$ of $N_U$ users and a set $V$ of $N_V$ items, we use $\mathcal{R} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times N_V}$ to represent their interaction matrix. The value of $R_{ij}$ is set to 1 if the $i$-th user $u_i \in U$ has interacted with the $j$-th item $v_j \in V$. Otherwise, $R_{ij} = 0$. In addition, the modality information of each item is provided, involving the visual, acoustic, and textual modalities ($M = 3$). We define $f_1^{V,m} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ as a $d$-dimensional vector to represent the each raw feature of $i$-th item under the $m$-th modality and we combine the whole item features as $F_{V,m} = \{f_1^{m}, \ldots, f_{N_V}^{m}\}$, where we preprocess the values of missing modalities in $F_{V,m}^{m} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_V \times d}$ to the average values of other item modalities following [36] and we use $F_{U,m}$ to represent the users’ preference on items. To exploit the intramodality information for generating the missing modalities, we initialize prototype $E^{m} = (e_1^{m}, e_2^{m}, \ldots, e_K^{m})$ to group the items with
the same cluster and $K$ is the number of prototypes. Based on the learnable prototype $E^m \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times K}$, the modality-specific hypergraph structure $H^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d \times K}$ can be obtained. We denote $Q^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d \times K}$ as the intra-modality representation updated by hypergraph-based message transformation with the clustering hypergraph structure $H^m$. To deal with the heterogeneity, we use $Q^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d \times K}$ as the aligned representation. With the intra- and inter-modalities features, a probability matrix $R$ is computed, where the value of $R_{ij}$ represents the probability that the $j$-th item is recommended to the $i$-th user. The input and output are defined as follows:

- Input: user-item interaction matrix $R$ and missing modalities features $\{F^V_1, F^V_2, \ldots, F^V_m, \ldots, F^V_M\}$.
- Output: a probability matrix $R$ for recommendation.

We summarize the main modules of the CI2MG framework in Figure 2 and provide an overview. Our proposed model has two main parts: (1) Contrastive Intra- and Inter-Modality Generation and (2) Enhanced Multimedia Recommendation. In contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation module, we initialize the user and item embeddings $F^U_m$ and $F^V_m$ by the graph structure $R$ to incorporate the collaborative effects into embedding learning. To complete the missing modalities, we first exploit modality-specific item features from the same cluster obtained by the clustering mechanism of prototype $E^m$ and the generative intra-modality representation $Q^m$ obtained through the hypergraph neural networks. Then, we adopt the optimal transport to update the inter-modality representation $P^m$ with the shared information across different modalities. To inject both intra- and inter-modality features into the generative representation, the contrastive learning mechanism is designed and the fusion representation $\Psi^m$ of $Q^m$ and $P^m$ is obtained. In enhanced multimedia recommendation, we enhance the generative representation with task-relevant information and score the user preference $\hat{R}$ via enhancing multimodal and id-corresponding representation. Finally, we perform prediction for multimedia recommendation based on the preference probability matrix $\hat{R}$.

### 3.2 Contrastive Intra- and Inter-Modality Generation

In multimedia contents, both intra- and inter-modality features are significant for modeling user preferences over items. Ignoring the correlations of modalities may lead to less accurate multimedia recommendation [31]. For example, the intra-modality features can reflect the modality-specific information of items, such as the amazing visual content of videos, acoustic melody of music, and detailed textual descriptions of products. Besides, the inter-modality features contain the shared semantic information of different modalities, such as the characteristics and categories of items.
However, the modality missing is a common issue in real-world scenarios [19]. Discarding the incomplete modalities may fail to capture the consistency and complementarity among different modalities, which can not be applied in areas where data is scarce [22]. To inject the modality-aware information into the representation learning of items, we propose our contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation with two steps: (1) missing modalities generation and (2) modality-aware contrastive learning.

### 3.2.1 Missing Modalities Generation
To capture sufficient information from sparse user-item interactions and incorporate the collaborative modality effects into representation learning of items, we first adopt the graph neural networks (GNNs) to initialize the embeddings of inputs. Suppose $F^V \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times d}$ and $F^U \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times d}$ be the item embedding with missing values under the $m$-modality and the user embedding with latent dimension $d$, respectively. $F^U \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times d}$ can be seen as the preference of users over these items. Here, $N_U$ and $N_V$ are the numbers of items and users. Then, we can obtain the input modalities representation of users and items by graph message aggregation:

$$
F^U = D^{-1} R F^V, \quad F^V = D^{-1} R^T F^U.
$$

(1)

Here, $D^U \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times N_U}$ and $D^V \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times N_V}$ are the diagonal degree matrices of user-item and item-user interaction matrices $R \in \mathbb{R}^{N_V \times N_U}$ and $R^T \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times N_V}$. $F^V = [f^1; \ldots; f^M]$ is the raw item features of the $m$-th modality with $f^i \in \mathbb{R}^d$. Furthermore, we also perform id-corresponding graph information aggregation over the neighbors of user and items:

$$
X^U(l+1) = \sigma(D^{-1} R X^V(l) W^U(l)),
$$

$$
X^V(l+1) = \sigma(D^{-1} R^T X^U(l) W^V(l)).
$$

(2)

We define $X^U(l) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times d}$, $X^V(l) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_V \times d}$ as the id-corresponding embedding of users and items in the $l$-th layer of graph neural networks, where the zero-layer embeddings $X^U(0)$ and $X^V(0)$ are initialized from a trainable lookup table. $\sigma(\cdot)$ is the activation function to introduce the nonlinear factors. $W^U(l)$ and $W^V(l)$ are trainable user and item weights of the $l$-layer for GNNs.

**Intra-modality Generation.** To generate the missing values with intra-modality features, we design intra-modality missing generation module updating the missing features with modality-specific items from semantic similar neighbors, e.g. modality-specific items with the same category. Specifically, we first devise a prototype-based clustering mechanism to group items under each modality with similar characteristics. Inspired by the advantages of prototype-based clustering in dealing with insufficient, incomplete, or distorted data [24], we initialize the matrix $E^m = [e^m_1; \ldots; e^m_i; \ldots; e^m_K]$ of the $m$-th modality, where $e^m_k \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the $i$-th cluster prototype and $K$ is the number of clustering centroids. In our clustering mechanism, we aim to find which nodes may be classified into the same cluster. In other words, the problem can be formulated as calculating the likelihood of items with $m$-th modality belonging to the cluster $k$:

$$
pro(H^m|F^V \cdot E^m) = pro(H^m[i,k] = 1|f^V \cdot e^m_k),
$$

(3)

where $H^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N_U \times K}$ is the probability matrix and $f^V \cdot e^m_k$ is the $i$-th item representation. Then, we can obtain $H^m[i,k]$ through the cosine similarity:

$$
H^m[i,k] = f^V \cdot e^m_k / (||f^V|| \cdot ||e^m_k||).
$$

(4)

where $H^m[i,k]$ is the probability assigning item $i$ to cluster centroid $k$. Then, we can update the representation of the missing modality by its semantic neighbors within the same cluster.

However, the problem of the above process can be seen as using the set of existing modalities to complete the set of missing modalities, where the two sets belong to the same cluster. To model such set-to-set correlations, the concept of hypergraph is involved naturally [11]. The hypergraph is composed of some hypernodes and hyperedges, where the hyperedge is generalizing the concept of edges and a hyperedge can contain any number of nodes [10]. In consequence, we can use the cluster centroid $E^m$ to represent the hyperedge embeddings and exploit clustering probability matrix $H^m$ to be the hypergraph incidence matrix indicating which hyperedge the hypernodes may belong to. Then, we adopt the hypergraph convolutional networks to perform the set-to-set compensation for updating representations of missing modalities:

$$
Q^m(l+1) = \sigma(D^{-1} H^m W B^{-1} H^T Q^m(l)),
$$

(5)

where $Q^m(l)$ is the complete embedding of the $m$-th modality after hypergraph convolution of $l$ layers. $D$ and $B$ are diagonal matrices. $W$ is the trainable weight of hypergraph neural networks and the zero-order representation $Q^m(0)$ is obtained by item features $F^V$.

**Inter-modality Generation.** To generate the missing values with inter-modality features, we propose an inter-modality missing generation module completing the missing with shared parts of different modalities, e.g. a girl may be attracted by both the amazing zero-order representation $Q^m$ and $Q^m$. For the inter-modality transport in dealing with heterogeneous data, we design the optimal transport for inter-modality features with distributional alignment to bridge the heterogeneity gap. Firstly, we calculate the distribution distance between different modalities:

$$
M^m_{ij} = ||Q^m_i - Q^m_j||^2.
$$

(6)

where $M^m_{ij}$ represent the transport cost from modality $m$ to modality $m'$ and $Q^m$, $Q^m$ are the row vectors of $Q^m$, $Q^m$. The whole distance formulation of optimal transport can be formulated:

$$
d_M(r, c) := \min_{T^m_{ij} \in U(r,c)} < T^m_{ij}, M^m_{ij} >.
$$

(7)

We set $r$ and $c$ as all one vectors for empirical feature distributions of modalities $m$ and $m'$, $T^m_{ij}$ means the transport plan and needs to be under the constraints of optimal transport settings defined as

$$
U(r, c) := \{T^m_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_m \times N_{m'}} | T^m_{ij} 1_m = r, T^m_{ij}^T 1_{m'} = c\}.
$$

(8)

where we define $1_m$ or $1_{m'}$ as the $m$-dimensional or $m'$-dimensional vector of ones to calculate the sum of row or column in $T^m_{ij}$. For
solving such optimal transport problem, the Sinkhorn [7] optimization is adopted.

In the second step, we can use the mapping function \( T^{mm'} \) to align the embeddings of different modalities and update the missing modality representation with aligned distributions in the same item:

\[
\hat{Q}^m = \frac{1}{M-1} \sum_{m=m'} \text{diag}(-\mu)(T^{m'} + \Delta T^{m'}) Q^{m'}. \tag{9}
\]

We define the generative embedding with complete modality as \( \hat{Q}^m \). \( m \) is the missing modality for compensating and \( m' \) is the different modality of the same item, except for \( M \), where \( M \) is the number of all modalities \( (m \leq M \text{ and } m' \leq M) \), where all modalities contain visual, textual, and acoustic in this paper \( (M = 3) \). Inspired by [3], we introduce an adjustable transport parameter \( \Delta T^{m'} \) and \( \mu \) is the probabilistic simplex of embedding \( \hat{Q}^m \).

3.2.2 Modality-aware Contrastive Learning. Contrastive learning is an effective self-supervised framework to capture the consistency of features under different views [30]. To tackle the challenge of insufficient and incomplete supervision labels in recommendation [37], we design a modality-aware contrastive learning to perform an augment between the intra-modality view and inter-modality view:

\[
L_k = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N_v} -\log \frac{\exp(s(q^m_k, \hat{q}^m_k)/\tau)}{\sum_{k'=1}^{N_v} \exp(s(q^m_k, \hat{q}^{m'}_{k'}/\tau)}. \tag{10}
\]

Here, the contrastive loss of InfoNCE [21] is adopted to supervise the generative item representations from intra-view and inter-view, where \( q^m_k \) and \( \hat{q}^m_k \) are the \( k \)-th item embedding of intra-modality representation \( Q^m \) and inter-modality representation \( \hat{Q}^m \), respectively. The temperature parameter \( \tau \) is used to control the strength of the gradient for better balance and \( s(\cdot) \) is the similarity measurement function. Through the loss of modality-aware contrastive learning, the auxiliary supervision signals can help the representation \( Q^m \) and \( \hat{Q}^m \) learn from each other, mutually.

3.3 Enhanced Multimedia Recommendation

The above section describes how to generate the missing modalities in a self-supervised way. However, the generative modalities may involve task-relevant and task-irrelevant information. For example, users may be attracted by the movies due to high-order semantic features in the visual modality (like special effects or actions), which need to be considered by recommendation tasks, while ignoring the contour/outline features more beneficial for object detection (a task in computer vision [9]). Hence, we propose enhanced multimedia recommendation with two steps: (1) task-guided modality inference and (2) complete multi-modality recommendation.

3.3.1 Task-guided Modality Generation. To take both the intra-modality features and inter-modality features into consideration, we combine two representations and denote \( \Psi^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times (d \times d)} = [Q^m, V^m] \) as the fusion embeddings. The operation of modality inference can be written as

\[
Z^m = \sigma(BN(\Psi^m W + B)), \tag{11}
\]

where \( Z^m \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times d} \) is the inferred task-related item embedding of the \( m \)-th modality and \( BN(\cdot) \) is the batch-normalization layer. \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{2d \times d} \) is the trainable weights and \( B \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times d} \) is the bias matrix. The activation function \( \sigma(\cdot) \) is exploited to introduce the nonlinear factors. To ensure the effectiveness and robustness of the inference process, we reconstruct our inferred embedding \( \hat{Z}^m \) and the raw item features \( T^{V,m} \) among features of non-missing modalities in the original inputs. The loss of reconstruction is formulated:

\[
L_{rec} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \left\| z^m_i - \hat{z}^{V,m}_i \right\|_F^2, \tag{12}
\]

where \( i \) is the index of non-missing modality features of the original inputs. The goal of reconstruction loss aims to ensure that the inferred values of the parts without missing modalities remain consistent with the original values.

3.3.2 Complete Multi-modality Recommendation. To incorporate the learned features of items into the recommendation framework, we combine the id embedding and item contents as the complete multi-modality embeddings:

\[
\hat{X}^U = \text{Concat}(X^U, F^U, U^2, ..., F^UM), \tag{13}
\]

\[
\hat{X}^V = \text{Concat}(X^V, Z^V, Z^V_2, ..., Z^V_{UM}).
\]

We denote \( \hat{X}^U \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times M \cdot d} \) and \( \hat{X}^V \in \mathbb{R}^{N_v \times M \cdot d} \) as the final representations of users and items, where \( \text{Concat}(\cdot) \) is a concatenation function. Then, the preference score \( \hat{R} \) can be predicted by \( \hat{R} = \hat{X}^U (\hat{X}^V)^T \) and the value \( \hat{r}_{ij} \) in \( \hat{R} \) means the probability of item \( j \) recommended to user \( i \). For enhanced multimedia recommendation, we adopt the BPR loss, which is a common loss function in recommendation tasks.

\[
L_{BPR} = \sum_{(i,j_p,j_n)} -\log(\text{sigmoid}(\hat{r}_{ij_p} - \hat{r}_{ij_n})), \tag{14}
\]

where \( j_p \) and \( j_n \) denotes the positive and negative samples for user \( i \). Finally, We train our recommender systems with the combination loss to jointly optimize CI²MG:

\[
L = L_{BPR} + \lambda_1 L_s + \lambda_2 L_{rec} + \lambda_3 ||\Theta||^2. \tag{15}
\]

The last term \( ||\Theta||^2 \) is the weight-decay regularization against over-fitting and \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3 \) are all hyperparameters.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES

In this section, the effectiveness of our proposed CI²MG is evaluated on four public multimedia datasets. First, we start with a brief description of conducted datasets and experimental settings. Then, we evaluate our proposed CI²MG framework focusing on the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How does CI²MG perform in comparison with other state-of-the-art models for multimedia recommendation?
- **RQ2:** How does each component devised in the CI²MG contribute to performance improvement?
- **RQ3:** How do the hyperparameters affect the prediction performance and how to choose optimal values?

4.1 Experimental Settings

4.1.1 Datasets. We use four real-world multi-modal recommendation datasets summarized in Table 1. TikTok comes from the short
4.1.2 Baselines. To illustrate the influences of missing modalities on the models and verify the effectiveness of our proposed framework in completing the missing modalities, the following representative state-of-the-art baselines for comparison can be divided into (1) collaborative filtering based methods without multimedia contents (MF-BPR, NGCF [29], LightGCN [13], SGL [35], NCL [15], and HCCF [37]), and (2) multimedia recommendation with missing modalities (LightGCN-M, MMGCL [39], SLMRec [27] and MMSSL [31]).

4.1.3 Hyperparameter Settings. We implement the proposed framework with Pytorch. We adopt AdamW [18] and Adam [14] as the optimizer for the generator. In particular, we set learning rate in {4e-5, 5e-5, 5.5e-5, 5.6e-5} and {2.5e-4, 3e-4, 3.5e-3}, the decay of $\lambda_2$ regularization term in {1.e-2, 1.e-2, 1.6e-2}, the number of graph layer in {1, 2, 3, 4}. We set the embedding dimension to 64 for our model and other compared methods. The hyperparameters $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are in [1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1, 1] and $r$ in contrastive learning ranges from [0.1].

4.2 Overall Performance Comparison (RQ1)

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed model, we consider the case of extreme modality missing, where the missing rate is set to 90%. We compare recommendation results of our proposed CI$^2$MG in Table 2. In general, our CI$^2$MG outperforms all baselines across all evaluation metrics.

Specifically, we compare the conventional methods of collaborative filtering without multimedia contents with our CI$^2$MG. However, we observe that in some cases, discarding the missing modalities may achieve an improvement. The performance gain of LightGCN only with historical interactions, on the Amazon-Baby dataset, is 28.16% regarding $R_{@20}$, compared with LightGCN-M with multi-modalities. The results validate the missing modalities may affect the modeling of user-item correlations. Moreover, the ranking of many baselines is fluctuating across datasets as we see the second best performance scattered among different models like MMSSL and MMGCL. Compared with the second best performance, the performance gains of CI$^2$MG on the Amazon-Baby, Amazon-Sports, Allrecipes and Tiktok datasets range from reasonably large (3.71% achieved with N@20 on the Tiktok dataset) to significantly large (9.40% achieved with R@20 on the Amazon-Baby dataset).

Moreover, to provide a more comprehensive demonstration of our model in handling missing values on recommendation tasks, we present the experimental results with different missing rates, shown in Figure 3. From the observations, the proposed CI$^2$MG method can achieve best Recall@20 scores with all missing settings (50%, 60%, 70% and 80%) on all datasets, which is particularly evident for its effectiveness towards incomplete recommendation.

4.3 Ablation Experiment (RQ2)

To better understand the main designs, we closely study our framework by adding the components one by one. From Table 3, we have the following observations:

Firstly, our model only with Intra-modality generation outperforms LightGCN-m on the effectiveness metrics on both two modalities (e.g., Amazon-Baby) and more modality scenarios (e.g., Tiktok). Secondly, compared with missing modalities with only intra-modality features, injecting inter-modality information achieves performance gains on the effectiveness metrics by achieving 7.37% improvement in $R_{@20}$, 13.88% improvement in $P_{@20}$ and 6.36% improvement in $N_{@20}$. The results show the effectiveness of our design for contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation. Thirdly, with a modality-aware contrastive learning to perform an augment between the intra-modality view and inter-modality view, the performance gains a slight improvement. Our contrastive learning brings about 4.54% increase in $R_{@20}$, 4.88% increase in $P_{@20}$ and 1.99% increase in $N_{@20}$ on Tiktok datasets. Finally, we jointly perform our modality generation and multimedia recommendation,
Table 2: Performance (%) comparison of baselines with the 90% missing rate in terms of Recall@20, Precision@20 and NDCG@20 on Amazon-Baby, Amazon-Sports, Allrecipes and Tiktok multimedia datasets, where * denotes a significant improvement according to the wilcoxon signed-rank test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Amazon-Baby</th>
<th>Amazon-Sports</th>
<th>Allrecipes</th>
<th>Tiktok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R@20</td>
<td>P@20</td>
<td>N@20</td>
<td>R@20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCFC</td>
<td>4.42±0.19</td>
<td>0.34±0.007</td>
<td>3.30±0.06</td>
<td>7.46±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightGCN</td>
<td>5.94±0.13</td>
<td>0.32±0.002</td>
<td>6.95±0.12</td>
<td>5.18±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGL</td>
<td>6.98±0.19</td>
<td>0.37±0.002</td>
<td>7.82±0.15</td>
<td>6.94±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCL</td>
<td>7.03±0.19</td>
<td>0.35±0.009</td>
<td>7.79±0.13</td>
<td>6.61±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCCF</td>
<td>7.05±0.17</td>
<td>0.37±0.008</td>
<td>7.79±0.17</td>
<td>6.61±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightGCN-M</td>
<td>5.29±0.26</td>
<td>0.28±0.001</td>
<td>4.27±0.15</td>
<td>3.58±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMGC</td>
<td>5.70±0.24</td>
<td>0.31±0.003</td>
<td>6.90±0.14</td>
<td>3.28±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLRec</td>
<td>7.01±0.19</td>
<td>0.39±0.007</td>
<td>7.87±0.18</td>
<td>5.77±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSSL</td>
<td>7.78±0.19</td>
<td>0.61±0.002</td>
<td>8.16±0.12</td>
<td>3.81±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our</td>
<td>8.51±0.17</td>
<td>0.45±0.005</td>
<td>8.65±0.10</td>
<td>4.12±0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ablation study results (%) on the intra-modality generation, inter-modality generation, modality-aware contrastive learning (Conl) and Task-guided modality generation on Amazon-Baby and Tiktok datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Amazon-Baby</th>
<th>Tiktok</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R@20</td>
<td>P@20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCFC</td>
<td>4.42±0.19</td>
<td>0.34±0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightGCN</td>
<td>5.94±0.13</td>
<td>0.32±0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Intra</td>
<td>7.46±0.36</td>
<td>3.30±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Inter</td>
<td>8.01±0.41</td>
<td>3.51±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Conl</td>
<td>8.14±0.43</td>
<td>3.58±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1*MG</td>
<td>8.51±0.45</td>
<td>3.69±0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Hyperparameter Study (RQ3)

Our proposed CI*MG framework mainly introduces four hyperparameters, i.e., the number of prototypes $K$, HGNN layers $L$, and the weights $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, respectively. Here we show how these four hyperparameters impact the performance.

From Figure 4, we can observe the following results: (1) $K$ is the number of prototypes and we found that the optimal values of $K$ are 64 and 256. In consequence, our CI*MG is sensitive to the prototype number $K$ and the optimal parameters can be obtained by slight tuning. (2) $L$ means the layers of HGNN, where the optimal values are about 2 layers. This experimental result illustrates that, like GNN, more message passing and aggregation of HGNN may also aggravate the data sparsity issue, where we set $L = 2$ to alleviate the over-smoothing issue. (3) $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are both weights, which control the strength of the loss $L_s$ and $L_{rec}$. Firstly, we show the model performance with varying $L_s$, $\lambda_1$ is the weight of contrastive learning loss $L_s$, where the optimal values are 1 and 0.01. Because CI*MG is sensitive to $\lambda_1$, the setting $\lambda_1 = 0.01$ seems to be the rule-of-thumb. Secondly, for hyperparameter $\lambda_2$, the loss $L_{rec}$ is designed to help the model jointly train modality generation and multimedia recommendation. The optimal values of $\lambda_2$ are 0.01, 0.1 and 1 and $\lambda_2 = 1.0$ seems to be the rule-of-thumb.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel framework named CI*MG. Specifically, we propose a novel contrastive intra- and inter-modality generation to complete the features of the missing modality. Besides, an enhanced multimedia recommendation is designed to obtain the task-related information. Extensive quantitative experiments demonstrate the clear advantages of our CI*MG over the state-of-the-art baselines of the recommendation.
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to enhance the representations by task-related information. According to experimental results, our CI*MG can achieve the SOTA performance with an average 4.54% improvement over all metrics.